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You said you would HELP!

From: Charles Lake (considerthis@verizon.net)

To: liz.buono@mail.house.gov

Date: Thursday, March 25, 2021, 10:10 AM EDT

Liz I have been very patient but I and many other people need HELP with the Child Support problem with
the State of Connecticut.

The Federal Laws holding Parents accountable (the Deadbeat Parents Punishment Act and the Child
Support Recovery Act) must be amended so States like Connecticut cannot use them to violate the
Constitutional and Human Rights of Parents.

In 2019 Congress was Proposing an amendment to the Constitution of the United States relating to parental
rights (see attached BILLS-116hjres36ih.pdf.)  This would help but it is going nowhere.  

 

If you look at the Federal Register (see attached Federal Register __ Child Support.pdf) it does not stop
States from doing what Connecticut has been doing.  Double Billing and not stopping the billing when the
child comes of age or when the rights are taken away from the parent.

There has to be a law to hold States just as accountable for violating parents rights for both parental rights
and Overbilling/Double Billing for child support. 

Let me make it easier for you to understand how the State of Connecticut is committing FRUAD on parents
that children have been taken from by this State and other means.

In 1994 the Law was when a child turned 18 years of age and moved out the child support STOPED.  The
State of Connecticut DID NOT STOP Charging me for child support at this time, and this is the problem.

In 1989 when my son was adopted by his grandparents and my rights where taken away the Child Support
kept going long after, This is the another problem.

The State of Connecticut has been taken 10% of my Social Security Disability for a fraudulent Child
Support Bill since 2015. I can use that money to  pay for my medical and pharmaceutical needs to live! 

The State of Connecticut has violated the Rule of Law over and over in this case and many other cases that
are documented by several media groups and reporters so why wouldn't the Federal Government take these
violations seriously?

The U.S. Attorney General's Office has not taken this seriously. The State of Connecticut has been under
Federal investigation since 1989 for several violations including Double Billing and Overbilling.    

I am starting a social media campaign to show the blatant fraud still going on in Connecticut even after they
have been caught violating parents in the past; last time was 2013 through 2015 for double billing and
overbilling. Please see the media articles on my website at:
 http://www.comfortncolor.com/CT%20Book/Yahoo%20Mail-
Fw_How%20does%20a%20citizen%20fight%20or%20protect%20themselves%20from%20a%20Corrupt
%20State.pdf  .
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BILLS-116hjres36ih.pdf
315.3kB

1_Federal Register __ Child Support.pdf
405.4kB

Because I know the time you can spend on this is limited please watch the short videos where I explain my
side and how Connecticut is committing FRUAD.

Here is the list I have put together so far:

Section 1  (https://youtu.be/7z2c1tnhBbk) This is the introduction to  my true 42 year struggle with the
Connecticut Child Welfare and Child Support Courts. The courts  have committed Fraud on Thousands if
not Tens of Thousands of Connecticut Parents. This is but one story.  Too see all the documentation that
proves Connecticut violates parents rights see this website:
http://www.comfortncolor.com/CT%20Book/Parents%20Rights.html

Section 2 (https://youtu.be/wDVf3ubFh0k) This section shows articles that the Media has written and how
One journalist testified in the Connecticut Legislature on the violations of Family and Child Support
Courts.   Here is link that shows all these articles
http://www.comfortncolor.com/CT%20Book/Yahoo%20Mail-
Fw_How%20does%20a%20citizen%20fight%20or%20protect%20themselves%20from%20a%20Corrupt
%20State.pdf    Too see all the documentation that proves Connecticut violates parents rights see this
website: http://www.comfortncolor.com/CT%20Book/Parents%20Rights.html

Section 3 (https://youtu.be/v9X8TUFjCjU) This section shows the Fraud Connecticut Child Support
Enforcement is willing to go to in violating parental rights. Too see all the documentation that proves
Connecticut violates parents rights see this website:
http://www.comfortncolor.com/CT%20Book/Parents%20Rights.html

Section 4 (https://youtu.be/CHg7toi6J48) In this section I show that the Judge that presided over my
Dissolution of Marriage had ample information for myself being the residential parent but Leslie Raider
from the Family Services Unit Told the Judge she felt that she should do a custody study first.   Too see all
the documentation that proves Connecticut violates parents rights see this website:
http://www.comfortncolor.com/CT%20Book/Parents%20Rights.html

Section 5 (https://youtu.be/hFsiOAmOJVk) Address the 2009 letter from John Dillon program Supervisor
Department of Social Services Bureau of Child Support Enforcement.  I explain that Leslie Raider from the
Family Services Unit prosecuted the case in 1988 after refusing to do the custody study that the Judge that
presided over my Dissolution of Marriage ordered her to do.  This violated the rule of LAW and my
parental rights. 

Please review this and let me know if you and the Congressman are willing to help me and the many other
parents with this problem that has been going on for decades.

Charles Lake
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